Knots can impair protein degradation by ATP-dependent proteases
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ATP-dependent proteases translocate proteins through a narrow pore for their controlled destruction. However, how a protein substrate containing a knotted topology affects this process remains unknown. Here, we characterized the effects of the trefoil-knotted protein MJ0366 from Methanocaldococcus jannaschii on the operation of the ClpXP protease from Escherichia coli. ClpXP completely degrades MJ0366 when pulling from the C-terminal ssrA-tag. However, when a GFP moiety is appended to the N terminus of MJ0366, ClpXP releases intact GFP with a 47-residue tail. The extended length of this tail suggests that ClpXP tightens the trefoil knot against GFP, which prevents GFP unfolding. Interestingly, if the linker between the knot core of MJ0366 and GFP is longer than 36 residues, ClpXP tightens and translocates the knot before it reaches GFP, enabling the complete unfolding and degradation of the substrate. These observations suggest that a knot-induced stall during degradation of multidomain proteins by AAA proteases may constitute a novel mechanism to produce partially degraded products with potentially new functions.

Proteins with knots represent a distinctive subset of structures, in which the polypeptide chain is threaded to create complex topologies with several physical and biological consequences (1, 2). The presence of a knot slows down protein folding dynamics (3–5), confers thermodynamic stability (6), and promotes certain molecular motions required for efficient catalysis in some enzymes (7). On the other hand, knots have been proposed to impair key biological processes that involve the passage of proteins through narrow pores and channels (2, 8); however, experimental evidence supporting this hypothesis is missing.

Protein translocation through narrow pores is a key process required for controlled degradation of proteins (9) and their transfer between cellular compartments (10). During these processes, proteins must be actively unraveled before translocation, because the channels are too narrow to accommodate a folded structure. Several translocation systems use ATP hydrolysis to generate the force required for unfolding and movement of proteins (9). Molecular dynamics simulations have been used to study the force-driven translocation of several knotted proteins through rigid cylinders or pores (11–15). In these simulations, the knot in the chain is seen to shrink and slide toward the free terminal end of the protein (Fig. L4). If the knot shrinks enough before it reaches the end of the chain, it forms a tight uncompressible knot (Fig. L4, Top). Under tension, these tight knots can no longer slide (11, 12, 14–16). If the pore’s diameter is smaller than the size of the tight knot, the pore is blocked (12–15), otherwise the tight knot is translocated through the pore, albeit slowly (11) (Fig. L4, Top). Alternatively, the protein can be translocated if the knot slides off the chain before tightening (Fig. L4, Bottom). The latter scenario occurs commonly in simulations of proteins whose structures contain shallow knots; that is, the segment of the chain that threads the knot core is less than 10 residues long (14–16) (Fig. L4, Bottom).

However, rigid cylinders do not necessarily represent well the particular geometry and flexibility of the pores and channels of ring-shaped ATP-dependent proteases, such as ClpXP from Escherichia coli. Due to its extensive biochemical and structural characterization, ClpXP has been used as a model system to study the mechanisms of protein unfolding and translocation by prokaryotic and eukaryotic ATP-dependent proteases (for review, see refs. 9 and 17). ClpXP is therefore also ideally suited to investigate the mechanism of knot translocation and degradation by these processing machines. Like most energy-dependent proteases, ClpXP consists of two major components: (i) the AAA+ ATPase ClpX, a homo-hexameric ring with an axial processing pore, and (ii) the barrel-shaped ClpP peptidase, which contains proteolytic active sites sequestered in an internal chamber. One of the recognition motifs mediating ClpXP degradation of protein substrates is the ssrA-tag, an 11-amino acid sequence that is appended to the C-terminus of incompletely translated proteins at the ribosome (9, 17). Single-molecule force-spectroscopy experiments show that ClpXP unfolds its ssrA-tagged protein substrates by mechanically pulling from the C-terminus and forcing the protein to pass through shallow knots; that is, the segment of the chain that threads the knot core is less than 10 residues long (14–16) (Fig. L4, Bottom).

Proteins with knots represent a distinctive subset of structures, in which the polypeptide chain is threaded to create complex topologies with several physical and biological consequences (1, 2). The presence of a knot slows down protein folding dynamics (3–5), confers thermodynamic stability (6), and promotes certain molecular motions required for efficient catalysis in some enzymes (7). On the other hand, knots have been proposed to impair key biological processes that involve the passage of proteins through narrow pores and channels (2, 8); however, experimental evidence supporting this hypothesis is missing.

Protein translocation through narrow pores is a key process required for controlled degradation of proteins (9) and their transfer between cellular compartments (10). During these processes, proteins must be actively unraveled before translocation, because the channels are too narrow to accommodate a folded structure. Several translocation systems use ATP hydrolysis to generate the force required for unfolding and movement of proteins (9). Molecular dynamics simulations have been used to study the force-driven translocation of several knotted proteins through rigid cylinders or pores (11–15). In these simulations, the knot in the chain is seen to shrink and slide toward the free terminal end of the protein (Fig. L4). If the knot shrinks enough before it reaches the end of the chain, it forms a tight uncompressible knot (Fig. L4, Top). Under tension, these tight knots can no longer slide (11, 12, 14–16). If the pore’s diameter is smaller than the size of the tight knot, the pore is blocked (12–15), otherwise the tight knot is translocated through the pore, albeit slowly (11) (Fig. L4, Top). Alternatively, the protein can be translocated if the knot slides off the chain before tightening (Fig. L4, Bottom). The latter scenario occurs commonly in simulations of proteins whose structures contain shallow knots; that is, the segment of the chain that threads the knot core is less than 10 residues long (14–16) (Fig. L4, Bottom).

However, rigid cylinders do not necessarily represent well the particular geometry and flexibility of the pores and channels of ring-shaped ATP-dependent proteases, such as ClpXP from Escherichia coli. Due to its extensive biochemical and structural characterization, ClpXP has been used as a model system to study the mechanisms of protein unfolding and translocation by prokaryotic and eukaryotic ATP-dependent proteases (for review, see refs. 9 and 17). ClpXP is therefore also ideally suited to investigate the mechanism of knot translocation and degradation by these processing machines. Like most energy-dependent proteases, ClpXP consists of two major components: (i) the AAA+ ATPase ClpX, a homo-hexameric ring with an axial processing pore, and (ii) the barrel-shaped ClpP peptidase, which contains proteolytic active sites sequestered in an internal chamber. One of the recognition motifs mediating ClpXP degradation of protein substrates is the ssrA-tag, an 11-amino acid sequence that is appended to the C-terminus of incompletely translated proteins at the ribosome (9, 17). Single-molecule force-spectroscopy experiments show that ClpXP unfolds its ssrA-tagged protein substrates by mechanically pulling from the C-terminus and forcing the protein to pass through shallow knots; that is, the segment of the chain that threads the knot core is less than 10 residues long (14–16) (Fig. L4, Bottom).

However, rigid cylinders do not necessarily represent well the particular geometry and flexibility of the pores and channels of ring-shaped ATP-dependent proteases, such as ClpXP from Escherichia coli. Due to its extensive biochemical and structural characterization, ClpXP has been used as a model system to study the mechanisms of protein unfolding and translocation by prokaryotic and eukaryotic ATP-dependent proteases (for review, see refs. 9 and 17). ClpXP is therefore also ideally suited to investigate the mechanism of knot translocation and degradation by these processing machines. Like most energy-dependent proteases, ClpXP consists of two major components: (i) the AAA+ ATPase ClpX, a homo-hexameric ring with an axial processing pore, and (ii) the barrel-shaped ClpP peptidase, which contains proteolytic active sites sequestered in an internal chamber. One of the recognition motifs mediating ClpXP degradation of protein substrates is the ssrA-tag, an 11-amino acid sequence that is appended to the C-terminus of incompletely translated proteins at the ribosome (9, 17). Single-molecule force-spectroscopy experiments show that ClpXP unfolds its ssrA-tagged protein substrates by mechanically pulling from the C-terminus and forcing the protein to pass through shallow knots; that is, the segment of the chain that threads the knot core is less than 10 residues long (14–16) (Fig. L4, Bottom).
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Significance

AAA+ proteases are ring-shaped machines with a central narrow pore used to translocate protein substrates into a proteolytic chamber. Knotted proteins, however, may block the narrow pore by formation of an incompressible tight knot. Here, we determined how the archetypal AAA+ ClpXP protease degrades a protein substrate containing a trefoil knot. A trefoil knot is degraded quickly by ClpXP but not when it is fused to GFP placed downstream of the knot. Specifically, ClpXP releases partially degraded products when a tight knot is buttressed against GFP. Furthermore, degradation of substrates harboring linkers of different lengths between the knot and GFP allowed us to explore the dynamics of knot tightening and sliding and to postulate a new biological role for knotted proteins.
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Results

A Tight Knot and a Folded Domain Cooperate to Arrest Translocation by ClpXP. The knotted protein MJ0366 has been characterized as a stable homodimer (20) whose dimer interphase is formed by interactions of secondary structure elements that are involved in the organization of the trefoil knot in each subunit (Fig. 1C). To make MJ0366 a substrate for ClpXP, we appended a C-terminal ssrA tag, preceded by a His6 sequence for affinity purification, and tested whether the resulting MJ0366-His6-ssrA folded correctly. We found that the addition of the His6-ssrA tag to the C terminus of MJ0366 changes neither the thermodynamic stability (Fig. S1A and Table S1) nor the oligomeric state of the protein (Fig. S1B and Table S1), indicating that the knot and the native state are correctly adopted in the tagged construct.

Fig. 24 depicts the ClpXP-induced degradation of MJ0366-ssrA, as followed by SDS/PAGE. The decrease in band intensity for the substrate was found to be linear during early time points (Fig. 2F), and no partially degraded products were detected (Fig. S2). Michaelis–Menten analysis of the steady-state degradation revealed kinetic parameters of $K_m = 1.4 \pm 0.1 \mu M$ and $k_{cat} = 3.1 \pm 0.05 \text{s}^{-1}$ (Fig. 2C). These values are similar to those described for other quickly degraded protein substrates of ClpXP (21), and the knot in MJ0366 hence does not confer local mechanical resistance against ClpXP-induced unfolding.

MJ0366 possesses a shallow knot that could easily unthread through the N terminus upon unfolding (Fig. 1B). Shallow knots in polypeptide chains often slide off through their free terminal ends during the translocation process in molecular-dynamics simulations (Fig. 1I, Bottom). Sliding off occurs because the probability that a knot becomes tight is low when the distance between the knotted core and the end of polypeptide chain is less than 30 residues (12-14). In the case of MJ0366, the free N terminus that threads the knot core comprises only 14 residues (Fig. 1D), and this is likely that the knot slides off before tightening (13, 14). Accordingly, the fast degradation rate for MJ0366-ssrA described above may not provide information about how ClpXP negotiates the presence of a tight knot.

To determine the effect of a tight knot on the degradation by ClpXP, we appended GFP to the N terminus of MJ0366-ssrA, resulting in the substrate GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA, where “17” denotes the total number of residues between the knot core of MJ0366 and GFP (14 residues provided by the N terminus of MJ0366 and 3 residues from the linker between the proteins; see substrate sequences in Dataset S1). We found that the knotted protein in the fusion construct GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA still folds correctly, as shown by its dimerization properties tested by subunit exchange (Fig. S3). Notably, the knotted protein completely protects GFP from ClpXP degradation. In the presence of ClpXP and saturating ATP concentrations, the total fluorescence of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA remained invariant up to 1 h (Fig. 2D), even though ClpXP binds this substrate (Fig. S4A). In contrast, under similar experimental conditions, the fluorescence of a GFP substrate lacking the knotted protein MJ0366—that is, GFP-ssrA—rapidly decreased (Fig. 2D).

To determine whether GFP protection results from a stabilization by ClpXP translocation pushes the 3 residues from the linker between the proteins; see substrate sequences in Dataset S1). We found that the knotted protein in the fusion construct GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA still folds correctly, as shown by its dimerization properties tested by subunit exchange (Fig. S3). Notably, the knotted protein completely protects GFP from ClpXP degradation. In the presence of ClpXP and saturating ATP concentrations, the total fluorescence of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA remained invariant up to 1 h (Fig. 2D), even though ClpXP binds this substrate (Fig. S4A). In contrast, under similar experimental conditions, the fluorescence of a GFP substrate lacking the knotted protein MJ0366—that is, GFP-ssrA—rapidly decreased (Fig. 2D).

To determine whether GFP protection results from a stabilization of MJ0366 by the fusion (with no substrate degradation) or involves unfolding of MJ0366 (with partial substrate degradation), we monitored substrate degradation by an in-gel fluorescence assay. Aliquots of the degradation sample were analyzed by SDS/PAGE without prior heating to preserve the fluorescence of GFP (22). As shown in Fig. 24, the intensity of the fluorescent band corresponding to the full-length substrate GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA decreased with time, while concomitantly a partially degraded fluorescent product appeared. The decrease in intensity for the fluorescent band of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA and the increase of the partially degraded fluorescent product occurs without a change in total fluorescence (Fig. 2D). We therefore conclude that although MJ0366 is unfolded and partially degraded by ClpXP, it still...
A Kinetics of degradation of protein substrates by ClpXP. (A) Degradation kinetics of MJ0366-ssrA and GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA detected by Coomassie stain and in-gel fluorescence, respectively. A red arrow indicates a fluorescent band corresponding to a partially degraded product formed during GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA degradation. The back arrow indicates the substrate with a partially or totally proteolysed ssrA tag. (B) Initial rates of degradation of MJ0366-ssrA (filled circle), GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA (filled triangle), and GFP-ssrA (open circle) by quantification of the band of the intact substrate in SDS/PAGE gels. (C) Michaelis-Menten plots for ClpXP degradation of GFP-ssrA (open circle), MJ0366-ssrA (filled circle), and GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA (filled triangle). Error bars show the SE calculated from three independent measurements. (D) Kinetics followed by total fluorescence of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA (dotted line) and GFP-ssrA (open circle) at 511 nm. (E) Size exclusion chromatograms following the absorbance at 500 nm of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA (dotted line) and GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA incubated by 2 h in the presence of ClpXP (continuous line). (F) MALDI-MS of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA and the partially degraded substrate. Samples of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA were incubated with ClpXP by 2 h with ATP (red spectrum) or without ATP (blue spectrum). Indicated in the graph is the size of the species identified; the partially degraded product corresponds to GFP plus a tail of 47 ± 2 residues. The dotted line represents the expected size for GFP harboring a tail of 37 residues (32.9 kDa) reported for multidomain substrates without knots.

Fig. 2. Kinetics of degradation of protein substrates by ClpXP. (A) Degradation kinetics of MJ0366-ssrA and GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA detected by Coomassie stain and in-gel fluorescence, respectively. A red arrow indicates a fluorescent band corresponding to a partially degraded product formed during GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA degradation. The back arrow indicates the substrate with a partially or totally proteolysed ssrA tag. (B) Initial rates of degradation of MJ0366-ssrA (filled circle), GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA (filled triangle), and GFP-ssrA (open circle) by quantification of the band of the intact substrate in SDS/PAGE gels. (C) Michaelis-Menten plots for ClpXP degradation of GFP-ssrA (open circle), MJ0366-ssrA (filled circle), and GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA (filled triangle). Error bars show the SE calculated from three independent measurements. (D) Kinetics followed by total fluorescence of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA (dotted line) and GFP-ssrA (open circle) at 511 nm. (E) Size exclusion chromatograms following the absorbance at 500 nm of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA (dotted line) and GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA incubated by 2 h in the presence of ClpXP (continuous line). (F) MALDI-MS of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA and the partially degraded substrate. Samples of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA were incubated with ClpXP by 2 h with ATP (red spectrum) or without ATP (blue spectrum). Indicated in the graph is the size of the species identified; the partially degraded product corresponds to GFP plus a tail of 47 ± 2 residues. The dotted line represents the expected size for GFP harboring a tail of 37 residues (32.9 kDa) reported for multidomain substrates without knots.

Consistent with ClpXP stalling in front of GFP, we observed a significantly reduced multiple-turnover rate for GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA. Based on the change in fluorescence intensity of the band for full-length GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA in the gel, we determined an apparent $k_{\text{deg}}$ for the MJ0366 domain of 0.31 ± 0.01 s$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2C), which is 10-fold lower than the $k_{\text{deg}}$ determined for the knotted protein alone (3.1 ± 0.1 s$^{-1}$). As a control of our experimental procedures, the kinetic parameters for degradation of GFP, also obtained by in-gel fluorescence (Fig. 2C; $K_M = 1.3 ± 0.2$ μM and $k_{\text{deg}} = 1.1 ± 0.1$ s$^{-1}$), are very close to those reported in the literature (25). These results indicate that in the absence of GFP—that is, in the MJ0366-ssrA substrate—the knot is pushed and quickly undone, allowing ClpXP to translocate and degrade the protein at normal rates. In contrast, when GFP is placed at the N terminus—as in the GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA substrate—the knot cannot escape through the N-terminal end but instead gets pushed against GFP and creates an unfolding barrier that ClpXP is unable to overcome. The multiple-turnover kinetics are therefore determined by the slow rate of ClpXP releasing the partially degraded substrate.

It should be noted that samples of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA not treated with ClpXP displayed two fluorescent bands (Fig. 2F). We established that the band of slightly lower molecular mass corresponds to a truncated GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA substrate with an incomplete ssrA tag, which is not recognized by ClpXP and therefore not degraded (Fig. S4). In further experiments, the intensity of the smaller molecular mass band was used as a loading control to correct for variations in the concentration of added protein substrate.

Sliding and Translocation of a Knot by ClpXP. The size of the partially degraded GFP-tail product (Fig. 2F) and the kinetics of its
formation by ClpXP (Fig. 2C) support the idea that GFP is protected by the presence of a knot buttressed up against its structure. During translocation of MJ0366, ClpXP slides the knot along the polypeptide until it meets the folded GFP moiety and the motor stalls (Fig. 3A). Therefore, the number of residues between GFP and the knot core of MJ0366 is too small to answer two important questions about the behavior of ClpXP in front on a knotted polypeptide: (i) How much can the knot slide along a polypeptide chain before it gets tightened, and (ii) can a knot tightened at a considerable distance from GFP be translocated through the axial pore of ClpXP? To address these questions, we increased the distance between GFP and the knot core in MJ0366, which should also increase the probability of tightening the knot before reaching GFP. Linkers of various lengths (Fig. 4A) were generated from a titin I27 mutant known to be unfolded under native conditions (27). Increasing the total distance significantly decreased the fraction of protected GFP, as determined by the residual GFP fluorescence measured after 120 min of degradation by ClpXP (Fig. 4B and Fig. S5). The residual fluorescence of GFP as a function of the total distance (Fig. 4B and Fig. S5) is well correlated with the population of the partially degraded product detected by size-exclusion chromatography (Fig. 4B and Fig. S6). Thus, as indicated in Fig. 4B, the rate of substrate degradation is the fastest and the degree of GFP protection is correspondingly the lowest when the total distance between GFP and the knot core is 36 residues (substrate GFP-36-MJ0366-ssrA), a sharp decrease of species with the electrophoretic mobility of the GFP-47 tail product is observed. This species disappears for substrates with linkers longer than 58 residues, without significant formation of other partially degraded products. Thus, when the total distance between the knot core and GFP is longer than ~36 amino acids, substrates are degraded processively by ClpXP. These results indicate that the amino acid distance between the core of the knot and GFP plays an important role in modulating ClpXP processivity and that a knot tightened before reaching GFP can be translocated through the ClpXP pore (Fig. 3B).

![Fig. 3. Model of degradation of knotted multidomain substrates by ClpXP. Two outcomes occur when ClpXP engages a knotted multidomain substrate. (A) The knot of MJ0366 slides and tightens against GFP, protecting GFP from the mechanical unfolding. Eventually, ClpXP releases a partially degraded product of GFP plus a tail of 47 residues. A tight knot increases the number of residues inside the channel of ClpXP from 37 to 38 to about 47; 13 residues required to create a 3Å tight knot, minus the diameter of the knot itself (four residues or 1.6 nm) plus 36–37 residues to span the distance between the pore entrance and the active site of ClpP. (B) The knot of MJ0366 gets tightened far from the GFP folded domain and is translocated through ClpXP pore, leading to GFP degradation.

![Fig. 4. Kinetics of degradation of substrates created with linkers of several lengths. (A) Diagram of the substrates with increasing distance between GFP and the knotted core of MJ0366. The total distance from the knot to GFP is defined by the number of residues in the linker plus 17 residues corresponding to N-terminal end of MJ0366 that threads the knot core of MJ0366. The apparent degradation rate of GFP and GFP protection as a function of the total distance between GFP and the knot core of MJ366. The protection of GFP was quantified by the kinetic amplitudes followed by total fluorescence of GFP (open circle) and by size exclusion chromatograms (filled circle). The apparent degradation rates (filled triangle) were determined by in-gel fluorescence decay of the band corresponding to the intact substrate at 20 μM of each substrate. Error bars represent the SE calculated from three independent measurements. (C) Degradation kinetics of substrates created with linkers of several lengths followed by in-gel fluorescence. The lane marked with C corresponds to a sample of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA incubated by 2 h with ClpXP to compare the electrophoretic mobility of the partially degraded product GFP-47-tail (black arrow). Linkers of 58 residues or smaller show a partially degraded product with similar electrophoretic mobility of the partially degraded product GFP-47-tail.]
Discussion

Our results show that the knotted protein MJ0366 fused with an ssrA tag is easily unfolded by ClpXP and translocated through the machine’s pore. In close agreement, molecular-dynamics simulations of MJ0366 translocation through a rigid pore indicate that the protein is efficiently unfolded and translocated under forces of ~30 pN (13), a magnitude that falls within the range of forces generated by ClpXP (18, 19).

Nevertheless, the structure of knots within proteins is very dynamic, since their dimensions and locations change with respect to their original position as a knotted protein is unfolded. For example, in silico simulations of a knotted protein being translocated through a pore too narrow to pass the folded polypeptide show that the knot shrinks and slides along the polypeptide toward the terminal end as translocation proceeds (refs. 11–15 and Fig. 1A, Top). This process is revealed when GFP is added as a downstream domain to the N terminus of the knotted protein, leading to a partially degraded substrate that comprises an intact GFP domain plus a tail of 47 residues. Additional support for this idea of a tightened knot in front of GFP is provided by the anomalous tail length of the GFP-47 product. It has been established that the amino acid distance between the proteolytic active site in ClpP and the pore entry in ClpX is 37 amino acids (24, 25), which is 10 amino acids shorter than the 47-residue tail observed here. Significantly, previous studies have shown that a tight knot comprises ~13 amino acids (14, 16, 26). Therefore, we rationalize these observations with a scenario where the 47-residue tail is most likely the result of the ClpX-induced sliding of the knot along the polypeptide until it gets tightened and buttressed against GFP. Since a 47-residue tail accounts for about half of the sequence of MJ0366, clearly ClpXP is able to successfully unfold MJ0366 before the formation of the GFP-47 intermediate. These experimental observations rule out alternative explanations, such as a synergistic unfolding resistance of the GFP and MJ0366 moieties that impairs ClpXP processivity. Partial degradation by ClpXP can also occur due to reduced grip, when substrates contain slippery, Gly-Ala-rich sequences in front of a stably folded domain (28, 29). However, the constructs tested in our work do not exhibit slippery sequences adjacent to GFP (see sequences in Dataset S1), and it can be ruled out that the observed GFP protection originates from reduced grip.

How does the combination of a tight knot and a downstream GFP moiety stall the degradation by ClpXP? The strong protection of GFP suggests that the knot affects the translocation machinery either by direct contact with the translocating loops or by indirect deformation of the channel. X-ray structures of substrate-free ClpX indicate that the translocating pore loops are axially staggered with respect to each other along the translocation channel of ClpX (30). This distribution could allow interactions between pore loops near the top of the ClpX channel and the tight knot buttressed against GFP. A tight knot entering the translocation channel is certainly plausible given the flexibility of the ClpX pore (30, 31), and it would explain the 47-residue tail observed for the partially degraded GFP product: 36–37 residues normally required to span the distance between the pore entrance and the active sites of ClpP, minus 1.6 nm (or four residues in extended conformation) for the length of tight 51-knot itself, plus the 13 residues necessary to form this tight knot (14, 16, 26) (Fig. 3A).

A tight knot may prevent GFP unfolding by ClpXP, because it interferes with the translocation machinery and reduces the power of the motor—that is, the amount of work produced per unit time—by lowering the pulling force, pulling frequency, or both. It has previously been shown that to unfold GFP, ClpXP must first extract the C-terminal β-strand-11 out of the β-barrel and then quickly trap and unfold this intermediate to prevent its refolding back to native GFP (18, 25). Furthermore, it was found that increased bulkiness inside the ClpX pore lowers the pulling rate of the motor (32), whereas reduced bulkiness affects the force delivered to the substrate (32–34). The additional bulkiness of a tight knot inside the pore may thus either decrease the applied force below the threshold necessary to overcome the mechanical barrier for β-strand extraction or render the pulling frequency too low for trapping the GFP unfolding intermediate. Further experiments are required to dissect the precise mechanism by which the structure and local dynamics of the downstream domain cooperate with a tight knot to block the translocation mediated by ClpXP. We also explored the effect of increasing the distance between the MJ0366 and GFP on the degradation by ClpXP. Notably, the knotted domain can modulate the processivity of the protease when unfolded linkers of different lengths are inserted between MJ0366 and GFP (Fig. 4). According to molecular-dynamics simulations, a knot in folded proteins slides over short distances before it becomes tightened during translocation through a narrow pore (12–14). The sliding occurs as a stick-slip process until the knot reaches a nondiffusive tight state, in opposition to diffusible DNA knots capable of sliding smoothly over long distances (35, 36).

Molecular-dynamics simulations show that from the initial event of unfolding to knot compaction, the knot core slides at most about 36 residues (refs. 13 and 14 and Fig. 1A). Our results are consistent with this behavior, since GFP protection becomes more and more apparent—the knot seems to reach GFP more often—when the number of residues between the knot’s core in MJ0366 and GFP is 36 or less (Fig. 4B). Therefore, variation of the degree of GFP protection as a function of linker length results from changes in the partitioning between two predominant molecular outcomes/pathways: (i) the sliding of the knot until it reaches GFP, leading to protection (Fig. 3A), or (ii) the tightening of the knot before it reaches GFP, in which case the knot can be successfully translocated by ClpXP (Fig. 3B). The latter situation temporally separates the less efficient translocation of the tight knot from the mechanically and/or kinetically demanding task of GFP unfolding, leading to restored ClpXP processivity and degradation of GFP (Fig. 3B).

Our observation that ClpXP completely degrades substrates with linkers longer than 36 residues indicates that a knot tightened before reaching GFP can be translocated through the ClpXP pore. Translocation of a tight knot through the ClpXP pore is plausible for three reasons: (i) Simulations indicate that once the knot is tight, its structure does not diffuse along the chain; (ii) the experimental diameter of a tight 31-knot is ~1.6 nm (13, 14, 16), which is close to the diameter size of the expanded pore of the AAA+ motor (31); and (iii) it has been shown that two fused polypeptide chains can be successfully translocated by ClpXP (31) or the proteasome (37). This is experimental evidence that a knotted topology, specifically a trefoil knot, can be successfully translocated by an AAA+ protease. However, tight knots of higher topological complexity could have more dramatic hampering effects on ATP-dependent protein degradation. Recently, Ziegler et al. (8) stretched the 51-knot present in the human ubiquitin C-terminal hydrolase isoenzyme L1 (UCH-L1) until it reached a compact size of about ~4 nm in diameter, which is almost threefold larger than the tight knot studied here. Such a knot may completely block the pore entrance of most ATP-dependent proteases, including ClpXP. Future ClpXP degradation assays with the UCH-L1 substrate are required to test this hypothesis.

Together, our results open the route to experimentally study the elusive dynamics of a knot during the translocation of a protein through small pores and explain how the particular events of tightening and sliding of a knot alter the efficient degradation of ClpXP. A 31-knot-containing protein can be translocated and degraded by ClpXP once its knot is tightened during the process of translocation. However, the presence of a knot close to a domain whose unfolding is mechanically or kinetically more challenging can stall translocation and lead to the release of a partially degraded product, which in turn could lead to the accumulation of misfolded intermediates. Thus, even if the ClpXP pore is wide enough to translocate a tight knot, this knot may stop degradation.
in multidomain substrates. Our results may thus indicate an additional functional role of knots within proteins. There are several examples of proteins being incompletely degraded by the 26S proteasome (38–42), leading to the release of partially degraded fragments with new biological activities and providing a new layer of posttranslational control (43). For example, some viral proteins and transcription factors, such as NF-κB, need to be partially degraded in order to become to be activated (41). In these cases, a glycine/alanine-rich sequence acts as a slippery segment to stop degradation and promote the dissociation of a downstream folded domain from the proteasome (44–46). We speculate that a knot within a multidomain protein [such as the protein TTHA0275 from *Thermus thermophilus*; Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID code 4X3L] could work in a somewhat similar manner to the glycine/alanine-rich sequences—that is, as a stop signal for proteasomal processing. Future studies will have to address the effect of knots on the unfolding of other protein substrates by different proteases, including the 26S proteasome, to test this hypothesis.

**Materials and Methods**

Single-chain ClpX hexamer and ClpP were expressed and purified as previously described in refs. 25 and 47. The substrates GFP-ssrA, MJ0366-ssrA, and multidomain substrates were overexpressed in *E. coli* strain BLR and purified by Ni2+-affinity chromatography. ClpXP degradation assays were performed with an ATP regeneration system as described in refs. 25 and 47. The size of the partially degraded product of GFP-17-MJ0366-ssrA was determined by a MALDI-TOF microflex mass spectrometer (Bruker Daltonics Inc.). A full description of methods for protein expression, purification, and data analysis is described in SI Materials and Methods.
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